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Local governments have faced the same challenges 
and limitations for years as they navigate their 
budget cycles using spreadsheets. The reality is 
that spreadsheets do not adequately address the 
unique needs of building different types of budgets, 
communicating those budgets, and maintaining 
transparency year-round. 

ClearGov’s cloud-native Budget Cycle Management 
suite provides efficiency at every step of the process 
so you can budget better. Our financial solutions 
are easy-to-use, complement existing ERP and 
accounting systems, and automatically deliver 
website-based results that your community and 
stakeholders will appreciate. 

Capital Budgeting
Automate the way you collect capital requests and 
prioritize projects to streamline your CIP process.

• Eliminate manual spreadsheet work with web-based  
 request forms and scenario planning tools.
• Collaborate with contributors directly in the   
 budget - the audit trail is automatic.
• Effortlessly produce professional, website-based   
 project pages to share with the public.

Personnel Budgeting
Build your personnel budget with powerful 
cloud-native tools that ensure you’ve calculated 
every layer of cost.

• Easily manage salaries, benefits, vacancies, and  
 inform union negotiations from one dashboard.
• Plan future scenarios and analyze how each   
 impacts your budget at multiple levels.
• Streamline position requests from department   
 heads and easily include them in your plan.
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“From start to finish, ClearGov Budget Cycle Management is a suite that’s well thought out. 
They clearly did their homework and did a great job integrating all of the products. ClearGov 
software is worth more than what we’re paying for it!”
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Digital Budget Book
The industry’s first website-based solution that 
builds a budget book in a fraction of the time. 

• Automate the creation of fund summary  
 pages, charts, tables and more.
• Invite contributors to create new pages  
 quickly with easy-to-use templates.
• Meet GFOA award criteria with built-in guidelines. 
• Share online or print with just one click.

Operational Budgeting
Eliminate spreadsheet errors and version control  
issues with cloud-native budgeting.

• Build your budget with ease as requests flow in  
 from departments automatically for approval.
• Create AI-driven forecasts for long-term planning  
 or use as a baseline for your budget. 
• Collaborate with contributors as you edit line items   
 - the audit trail is automatic.

Transparency
Tell your financial story in a way everyone can 
understand, and that’s ADA-optimized by design.

• This turnkey, website-based solution is pre-populated  
 with state-available data using dynamic infographics.
• Customize your profile with charts, department   
 pages, and commentary to build community trust. 
• Add narrative to the numbers that help stakeholders  
 understand your finances and performance. 

-Brandon Neish, Finance Director, Sweet Home, OR
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